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December 1, 2012

Kansas Turnpike Authority
Wichita, Kansas
Dear Board Members:
We are pleased to submit herewith our Annual Inspection Report on the condition and operation of
the Kansas Turnpike for the year 2012. This report has been prepared in compliance with the scope
of services agreement between HNTB and Kansas Turnpike Authority and FHWA inspection
requirements and summarizes our findings as to the condition of the Turnpike.
Our findings and recommendations contained herein are based on recent inspections of various
elements of the Turnpike by engineers and architects on our staff. Records of the inspections and
recommendations for monitoring and corrective actions have been submitted separately to the
Authority's Chief Engineer to be used in planning a maintenance and repair program for the coming
year.
Based on our observations of the operation and maintenance of the facilities as well as our
continuing consultation with the Authority's staff, we are pleased to report that the Turnpike and its
facilities have been effectively administered by the Authority.
We gratefully acknowledge the cooperation of the Authority and its staff in this effort and
throughout the year.
Respectfully submitted,
HNTB Corporation

Scott M. Smith, P.E.
Senior Vice President
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INTRODUCTION
As part of the ongoing maintenance and inspection of the Kansas Turnpike, HNTB
has evaluated the operation of the Turnpike for 2012. This report summarizes the
inspection activities that took place this year as well as a brief narrative of some of
the projects and improvements that the Kansas Turnpike has undertaken in 2012.
The following is a list of inspection services performed in 2012. These services
were developed based on federal requirements as well as discussions with KTA
staff.
•	Annual Operation and Maintenance Inspections (Drainage,
Lighting, and Buildings)
•

Annual Bridge Inspections (Maintenance and Fracture Critical)

•

Bridge Inspection GIS Services

•

Bridge Scour Screenings

•

Underwater Bridge Inspections

•

Miscellaneous On-Call Services

Accordingly, inspections of the roadway lighting, buildings, and bridges on the
Kansas Turnpike have been conducted. A brief summary of each inspection is given
here and detailed inspection reports have been submitted to the Chief Engineer for
reference during the coming year.
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MILEAGE CHART
No.
236
212
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INTERCHANGE
Eastern Terminal
Tonganoxie-Eudora: 222nd Street
Lawrence: US 59, US 40
Lawrence: US 59 S, Iowa St.
Lecompton, Lawrence K-10
Topeka: I-70
Topeka, Valley Falls: K-4/I-70 W
Topeka, I-470 W, US 75, Topeka Blvd.
Council Grove, Osage City: US 56
Emporia: I-35 N
Cassoday: K-177
El Dorado: US 77
El Dorado: US 254
Andover: 21st St.
Wichita: K-96
Wichita: US 54/400 Kellogg Ave.
Wichita: K-15
Wichita: I-135, I-235, 47th St.
Haysville-Derby: 71st St.
Mulvane: K-53
Wellington: US 160
Southern Terminal

Milepost
217
212
201
202
197
183
182
177
147
127
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19.5
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INSPECTIONS
The 2012 inspections, which are summarized in the following paragraphs,
represent the condition of the respective elements of the system at the time
of inspection only. No assurance can be made that further deterioration
will not continue, including failure of highway or bridge components that
may create a hazard. Therefore, it is recommended that the Authority
continuously monitor the condition of all elements for changes.
Based on the findings at the time of inspection, the Turnpike has been well
maintained. The Authority has actively pursued a continuing program of
updating and upgrading the facility.

Structures
The 2012 bridge inspections were conducted according to the requirements of
the “Recording and Coding Guide for the Structure Inventory and Appraisal
of the Nation’s Bridges”, the “Bridge Inspectors Reference Manual”, and
the latest interims, developed by the U.S. Department of Transportation and
the Federal Highway Administration. The bridge inspections conducted are
vital in ensuring that the Turnpike’s bridges are in compliance with state
and federal laws.
The type and depth of inspections which were undertaken are limited to
that which is appropriate to the duties imposed on the Consulting Engineer
by the National Bridge Inspection Standards. The judgments of the
Consulting Engineer are restricted to evaluations of the general condition
and serviceability of bridge structures on the day(s) of inspection and are
not intended to imply or warrant that the bridges are free of defects or
potential defects of any nature, structural or otherwise, that may lead to
further deterioration or failure to any bridge component.
The 2012 Bridge Inspection Report has been submitted to the Chief Engineer
and includes an invaluable pictorial and GIS inventory of bridges which can
be used to locate a particular bridge and to review specific deficiencies.
In addition, fracture critical inspections were performed for approximately
one half of the two-girder overpass bridges. These special inspections
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are part of the two-year program to inspect the Turnpike’s two-girder
overpass bridges. Underwater inspections were also performed this year
for ten bridges as part of a five-year cycle for underwater inspections. In
addition, the ten-year cycle bridge scour inspection program began this
year with assessments taking place at 10 bridge sites.
Many of the original bridges on the system are displaying problems
common to structures of their age. The Bridge Deck Replacement
Program repairs or reconstructs those structures with the greatest need.

Drainage
The drainage inspection consisted of a cursory visual review of culverts,
inlets, soil saver pipes, roadway embankments, and drainage channels associated with drainage structures in the system. Median drains and structures
within construction zones were excluded. Each facility was inspected using
the format outlined by the Federal Highway Administration Culvert Inspection Manual (Report No. FHWA-IP-86-2). Common deficiencies observed
include: erosion, silting, drift, trees in channels and channel scour, cracking and pitting, and wingwall separation. Although the drainage system
is adequate, continued maintenance is required to correct the deficiencies
identified in the inspection report.

Buildings
Each building was visually inspected with regard to general condition,
taking into consideration the age of the structure, the impact of inherent
hazards (salt, diesel exhaust, traffic damage, etc.) and general wear and tear
of materials. The focus of the investigation was on issues of immediate
construction risk, safety concerns, or conditions with potential for significant
long term cost. The reviews do not include routine maintenance items
such as cleaning, painting, and ceiling tile replacement, however, some
items associated with painting or sealing were noted with regard to saving
cost over the lifespan of the building. Although many buildings require
painting, roof repair, or other general maintenance, the plazas, maintenance
areas, service areas, and administration buildings are generally functioning
as required.
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Lighting
Roadway, toll plaza, and service area lighting were visually inspected during
daylight hours as part of the 2012 inspection. Recommendations were
made regarding items such as rusting, denting, loose nuts and bolts, etc. To
ensure the proper operation of the lighting systems, regular maintenance
and replacement of lighting units should continue.

IMPROVEMENTS TO THE SYSTEM
The commitment of the Authority to improving the safety, convenience and
comfort of the Turnpike for its customers and to promoting more efficient
operations of the system continued in 2012.
Some of the projects completed in 2012 are described below.

Roadway
Regular maintenance of the Kansas Turnpike’s roads is an extremely
important consideration and one that sits high on KTA’s priority list each year.
The structural condition of the pavement and the smoothness of the driving
surface are important to the safety and comfort of the Turnpike’s customers.
KTA continuously monitors the
many miles of pavement in its
system and performs regular
scheduled maintenance such as
resurfacing and reconstruction
throughout as well as addressing
isolated areas when the need arises.
In 2012, The KTA performed an
ultrathin bonded asphalt pavement
overlay on the driving and passing
lanes of approximately 36 miles
of its system between mileposts
112 and 148. This project began
in May and was completed in late Westbound I-70 pavement reconstruction near milepost 184
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July. A concrete pavement reconstruction project began on westbound I-70
near milepost 184 in late summer and was completed in late October.

Structures
Every bridge on the Kansas Turnpike
undergoes annual inspections and requires
occasional maintenance to be performed
to ensure that they are operating at a safe
level for the traveling public.

Burlingame Road bridge improvements

In 2012, the Auburn Road and Burlingame
Road bridges crossing over the Turnpike
just south of Topeka were redecked. This
work included additional improvements
such as bridge raising, abutment
modifications, painting, grading, paving,
and guardrail installation. This project
began construction in June and was
completed in early December.

In late summer, the 214th Street bridge
over the Turnpike near milepost 213
was struck by an overheight vehicle
and damaged. A project was quickly
undertaken to remove and replace the
damaged section of a W30x108 bridge
girder. This project began on October
5th and was completed on November 6th.
Bridge deck polymer overlays have
been an ongoing effort by the Turnpike
to protect the bridges on their system from corrosion and increase their
service life. In 2012, the bridge polymer program continued with 25
bridges receiving polymer overlays. In addition, 11 bridges were repainted
at various locations throughout the system.

Damaged 214th Street bridge girder
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Toll Plazas and Interchanges
KTA forces continued to upgrade
their toll plaza facilities throughout
the corridor in 2012 to make entering
and exiting the Turnpike safer and
more efficient for their traveling
customers. Plaza 71 (El Dorado: US
254) recently underwent a remodel
which included total replacement of
toll booths, canopy, communications
and collections equipment, plumbing,
signage, and safety devices.
Plaza 50 (Wichita: US 54/400
Kellogg Ave.) and Plaza 177
(Topeka, I-470 W, US 75, Topeka
Blvd.) both experienced change in
2012 as well. A “Cash Only” lane at
each of these plazas was converted
to a “Mix-Mode” lane offering
KTAG customers an additional lane
to use for electronic toll collection
and increasing their ability to travel
through the corridor with speed and
efficiency.

Plaza 71 before remodel

Automatic Toll Payment Machines Plaza 71 after remodel
(ATPM) continue to be a successful
and cost-effective method of toll collection at lower volume plazas and the
KTA will continue to monitor each interchange for ATPM effectiveness and
for the potential of new ATPM installations.
Construction of a new toll plaza and modifications to the existing Mulvane
Interchange (Exit 33) in Sumner County was completed in late 2011 to
provide additional capacity and operational efficiency in order to serve
an increase in customers due to the opening of the Kansas Star Casino in
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Sumner County. Casino staff
and patrons have direct access to
and from the Turnpike, making
the Kansas Star Casino a more
attractive entertainment option
and increasing ridership for
the Kansas Turnpike. The new
toll plaza consists of two entry
and four exit lanes containing a
dedicated K-TAG lane for both
entry and exit. The KTA chose
to implement a Dual Automated
Ticket
Issuing
Machine
(DATIM) in the second entry
Plaza 33 near the Kansas Star Casino
lane and ATPMs in the other
three exit lanes in order to operate the new plaza with less than traditional
staffing. During peak traffic times, all exit lanes are staffed and some are
operated in self pay mode. Exit lanes during off-peak and late night hours
are completely operated in self pay mode. After nearly a year of being
operational, the new plaza has been found to operate very efficiently and is
meeting the current vehicle demand at a desirable level. The original toll
plaza at this interchange remains in operation. It is located on the east side
of the KTA mainline and consists of two entry and two exit lanes. Vehicle
volumes at the new toll plaza are anticipated to increase nearly 50% by early
2013 due to the gaming facility becoming larger and moving into the new
Hotel/Gaming building. After running the numbers, KTA staff is confident
that the toll plaza and interchange will be able to handle the increased traffic
demand in its current configuration.

Miscellaneous
KTA Maintenance Forces continued to make repairs and upgrades
throughout the Kansas Turnpike corridor in 2012 to ensure a safe and efficient
traveling experience for Turnpike customers. Facility upgrades took place
throughout the year such as installation of four high mast tower lights and
removal of several standard light poles which will increase the visibility
of roadways and signage and decrease the number of potential roadside
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obstacles. Eighteen additional
Dynamic
Message
Signs
(DMS) were added to alert
drivers to downstream traveling
conditions such as construction
projects,
accidents,
or
hazardous weather conditions.
This brings the total number
of DMS signs on the turnpike
to 26.
Additionally, 2/10
mile-marker signs were added
between mileposts 57 and 92
north of Wichita, while several
culverts throughout the system
Tower light installation at South Haven Interchange
were re-lined and/or repaired to
increase their structural integrity and extend their usable life.
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